The
Pure
spa
Open (daily)
from 8:00am
to 9:30pm.
The last booking
at 8:30pm

Relax indulge
experience
a perfect well
being
Enter and immerse yourself in a place where natural
elements combine to create the perfect environment,
step into a sanctuary for the inner and outer self, an
unparalleled retreat that promises restoration allow
your senses to be lulled into a peaceful state by the
welcoming smiles and soothing skill of our therapists
as they employ traditional restoratives, herbs oil ,spices
and flowers combined with time honoured ritual to
balance body ,mind and spirit. our therapist services
boots concentration and awareness while reducing stress,
helping you to attain the ultimate balance. whether it is a
relaxing massage cleansing body treatment or one of our
nourishing facials you are sure to appreciate everything
the pure spa has to offer.
With diligent care, we-the experienced skill full
staff-will give you wonderful time of relaxation and new
experience about your body ,you will the best service is
always for your demand.
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Spa
basics
Time to spa

Spa operating hours is from 8:00am to 9:30pm

Arrive time

Please check-in at the spa reception at least 15 minutes before
your scheduled appointment time. late arrivals will reduce
your
treatment time. If you arrive more than 15 minutes late for
your appointment, you will be asked to re-schedule.

Spa reservation

Spa reservation can be made by telephone through extension… or by booking directly via the reception desk

Cancellation polite

A 30mins notice is required to help us re-schedule or cancel
your appointment, subject to space availability

Etiquette

To ensure our guests have a very special and uninterrupted
time with us ,we respectfully request that all visitors keep
noise to a minimum. Mobile phones and electronic devise are
discouraged.
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Relaxing
moment

30

If your time is short ,we have a number of 30mins
packages that you can benefit from, select the most
suitable treatment for you.

mins

Head neck & Shoulder massage

450,000

Indian head massage

410,000

We begin with a dry massage over your head. We
then focus on your shoulders and neck with a
relaxing oil massage.

A holistic head therapy from Indian combined
with the warm tiger balm oil, to balance the medians and enhance harmony of the mind for ultimate
relaxation.

Back relaxing massage

Foot rest

450,000

A perfect choice for a quick stress and knot release
fix on the back, neck and shoulders where muscle
problems most often occur.

410,000

The benefit of foot reflexology compare with the
better known principles and more widely practiced
technique of foot reflexology.

Legs massage

410,000

This treatment releases blockages while stimulating
the lymphatic system to revitalize and ease leg
strain.

Child massage

450,000

This massage will help stimulate your child’s muscular, nervous digestive and respiratory system.
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Body
massage

60 / 90
mins

Vietnamese massage

850,000/1,175,000

Hot stone massage

920,000/1,270,000

Traditional Vietnamese massage combines thumb
and finger manipulations using medium to strong
pressure. It assists in restoring and maintaining
a healthy and stimulate lymphatic system and
increase blood.

The use of stone for healing dates back to ancient
time. Heated smooth, flat stones are placed on key
points to rebalance body and mind .the warmth
of the stone relaxes tensed muscles, improves
circulation and calms the nervous system.

Herbal therapy

The pure massage

920,000/1,270,000

810,000/1,075,000

The hot poultice made of six different dry herb,
opens and brings deep medicinal heat to the muscles
to release stress and refresh your mind. A revitalizing
massage will take your body on journey of total
renewal.

Our combination of Vietnamese and Asian
massage technique is unique to the pure spa. Our
therapist use strong elbow strokes to deliver the
massage .The therapist employs moderate to firm
pressure.

Relaxation treatment

Asian massage

850,000/1,175,000

This type of therapy palm and rub evenly over
body oil massage with mild to moderate.
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mins

900,000/1,250,000

This massage is a fusion of traditional Thai and
Swedish techniques. I deal for relieving aches, pains
and strains.
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Body scrub
&
body wrap
Body scrub 60 mins

Body wrap 60 mins

A deep cleaning and exfoliating treatment using
mineral sea salt or natural ingredients to remove
impurities and dead cells. white stimulating blood
circulation, Experience variety of fragrances.

The power of natural vitamins and minerals is
harnessed in a range of effective body treatments.
All our body wrap treatments contain healing
ingredients for exceptional skin calming and
hydrating effects.

Vietnamese coffee & honey scrub
Green tea scrub
Vietnamese rice scrub
Aromatic salt scrub
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750,000
820,000
750,000
750,000

Mineral mud wrap
Yogurt & orange wrap
Botanical wrap

870,000
810,000
810,000
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Relax indulge experience a perfect well being.
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Facial
treatments
(Our facials don’t include vacuum
suction and extractions)

The pure express facial 30mins

610,000

850,000

A reviving facial including a deep cleanse and
moisturizing using finest of skin care products.

The vital treatment designed to re-hydrate,
energize and strengthen your skin, this effective
treatment offers nourishment and protection your
skin texture is rendered noticeably refreshed with
increased elasticity.

Combination skin facial

Anti-Aging facial

850,000

940,000

protect balance and lightly hydrate your skin with
this facial treatment. it begins with a thorough
cleaning and gentle skin exfoliating, followed by a
reviving face massage.

A natural non-invasive anti-aging treatment
lavishes your skin with pure, pearl extract to visibly
smoothed wrinkles, improves skin elasticity and
increases skin oxygenation.

Sensitive skin facial

Collagen treatment

850,000

An exceptional treatment for sensitive skin where
organic elements such as aloe- vera , chamomile
, neroli and shea butter are specifically chosen to
gently soothe redness, pain and inflammation.
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Dry skin facial

980,000

Collagen helps makes your skin both firm and
Elastic it reduce skin pigmentation and wrinkles
while lightening skin stone. Combined with a
gentle massage, you will feel refreshed and relaxed.
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Spa
package
Vietnamese package 2h

1,760.000

Vietnamese massage 60mins
Coffee & honey scrub 30mins
Yogurt & orange wrap 30mins

Forest package 2h30
Vietnamese rice scrub 30mins
Foot & hand recovery 60mins
Facial treatment 60mins

Our spa package integrate treatments that will
make your visit with us one to remember. If you
would prefer, you can substitute with therapies
that best suit you Additional service are available
on an alas carte basis.

Care for men packages 2h

1,870,000

Aromatic salt scrub 30mins
Head neck & shoulder 30mins
Face for men 60mins

2,760,000

Honey moon package 3h

3,250,000

Honey & green tea scrub 30mins
Relaxation treatment body massage 60mins
Facial treatment 60mins
Express pedicure 30mins

The pure days 4h

3,890,000

Vietnamese rice scrub 30mins
Botanical wrap 30mins
The pure massage 60mins
Facial treatment 60mins
Luxury manicure or pedicure
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Foot
care
Foot treatment 60mins

650,000

This foot spa will embark you to a new level of
relaxation. It includes a warm soak to prepare your
skin for a purifying scrub your therapist will smoothly
file the hardened skin arrears around the heels in order
to look and feel their lovely best.

Nail
service
Cuticle work for fingers & toes

360,000

Nail trimming, shaping, soak, cuticle grooming
and nail buffing.

Nail lacquer for fingers & toes

340,000

Nail shaping and nail varnish.

Foot reflexology 60mins

670,000

Put the spring back in your step with the
energizing foot massage and relieve those weary,
aching foot muscles. Enjoy the sensation of having
your feet carefully and thoroughly massaged,
squeezed and stretched.

Foot and Hand recovery massage

670,000

The reflex points on the feet and hands are worked
on to stimulate energy flow so as to restore harmony
on your body. A neck & shoulder massage is
included to bring a sense of completeness.
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Express manicure

480,000

Nail trimming, shaping, hand soak, cuticle
grooming, nail buffing and nail varnish.

Express pedicure

480,000

Nail trimming, shaping, foot soak, cuticle
grooming, nail buffing and nail varnish.

Luxury manicure or pedicure

640,000

Nail trimming, shaping, foot soak, cuticle grooming,
nail buffing, foot massage and nail varnish.
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The
Pure
spa
Anio Boutique Hotel
03 Le Dinh Tham, Hoi An, Vietnam
Hotline: (+84) 235 392 5555

